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Pasture, Rangeland, and Forage (PRF) Insurance Deadline 

 

  Since 2009, Kansas farmers and ranchers have had the opportunity to purchase Pasture, 

Rangeland, and Forage (PRF) Insurance. This Insurance is provided for pasture, rangeland, and 

native hay fields, or tame hay fields such as alfalfa. Approximately 18 million acres in Kansas 

are eligible for PRF Insurance, but in 2017 only 802,000 acres (or 4.5%) were covered. This is 

low, when compared to crop insurance – which covers 90% of all crop ground.  

  PRF Insurance is subsidized by the government to cover part of the premium cost. You can 

select part of your insurable land or all of your land. Actual production of the forage is not 

measured to determine if you get paid. The insurance pays out based on rainfall amount in the 

grid in which your land lays. Coverage levels can be selected from 70% to 90% of average 

rainfall.  

  PRF Insurance uses historical data from NOAA to determine normal rain fall amounts. For 

example, if you select 90% coverage and less than 90% of normal rain fall occurs, then a 

payment is made based on the difference. This insurance method is known as the rainfall index 

(RI) insurance plan. PRF Insurance does NOT cover any other damages to your forage (fire, hail, 

disease, insects, etc.).  

  The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Climate Prediction Center (NOAA 

CPC) sets the grid used for PRF Insurance. The grids do not follow state or county boundaries. 

This Insurance is flexible for which months of the year you can cover. Insurance policies run 

from January to December and are broken down in to two-month intervals. You must select at 

least two different intervals and no more than 60% and no less than 10% of the coverage can be 

on one interval.  

  For more information, go to https://prodwebnlb.rma.usda.gov/apps/prf for the grid locator and 

decision support tool. 

  The deadline to sign up for PRF Insurance is November 15th. Talk to your crop insurance agent 

about PRF Insurance to see if it fits your operation, or contact Brett Melton in the Concordia 

Extension Office by calling 785-243-8185. 
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